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Abstract. We define here the bilinear mincing rank of a bilinear form over a field of the characteris- 
tic zero, and we demonstrate that this invariant represents a new (in fact, the first known general 
and nontrivial) lower bound to the bilinear circuit-size complexity of a bilinear form. 
1. Introduction 
We present here a new (in fact, the first known general and nontrivial) lower 
bound to the bilinear circuit-size (bcs) complexity of a bilinear (trans)form over a 
field of characteristic zero. 
More precisely, let k be a field of characteristic zero, and let f be a bilinear form 
(bi-form, form, (p, q, &form) over k; this means that f is a mapping 
f:XxY+Z, X=kp, Y=kq, Z=k’, 0.1) 
such that, for all 5, 6% X, r), 7% Y, (Y, a’~ k, one has 
Then f can be computed by a bilinear straight-line algorithm (bilinear circuit, 
bi-circuit) over k, and the minimal length (size) of such a bi-circuit is called the 
bilinear circuit-size complexity of J; bcs( f) [ 1,8]. 
We define here a new algebraic-combinatorial (incontra-distinction toalgorithmic, 
as in the bcs-case) invariant of J the Eo-called bilinear mincing rank, bmr(f), and 
we prove the inequality: 
bmr(f)sbcs(f). (1.3) 
This lower bound is valid for any b&form in any fiel of characteristic zero-this 
is why it was called “general” above; it was also describe 
following sense: w ereas all previously 
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of a ( p. q, t)-form (1.1, 1.2) were intrinsically trivial (i.e., linear in v = min( p + q, r)), 
the bmr-invariant can go beyond this margin and reach, at least theoretically, the 
order O( V. log v), and even more [S, 71. 
It has to be emphasized from the outset hat we work in a technical framewor 
different from the one used in upper bounds investigations of bilinear forms and 
algorithms [d, 8,9]. 
(1) Firstly, speaking about computational complexity of a bi-form, we mean all 
arithmetical operations of a bilinear algorithm, and not just “substantial” ones (i.e., 
multiplicationb of linear forms, as distinct from additions and multiplications by 
scalars); the latter approach is justified by recursiveness of specific algorithms 
developed in [d, 8,9] which guarantees that the total number of operations of an 
iterated algorithm is of the same order as the number of its substantial operations-no 
such guarantee can be extorted in the general case. 
(2) Consequently, we have no freedom (as cherished in [9, p. 4061) to avoid the 
choice of a specific algorithmical model and to remain in the noble realm of pure 
bilinear and/or tensor algebra; we opt here, quite naturally [l, 6,8], for the bi-circuit 
model, 
(3) Accordingly, we have to formulate our results in a coordinate-dependent way, 
as opposed to the “intrinsic” approach advocated in [6, p. 191. 
The lower bound (1.3) is both a special case of our general ower bound to the 
relative circuit-size complexity of a function defined over a universal algebra with 
a dimension functional [3,4] and a generalization of our lower bound to the linear 
circuit-size complexity of a linear transform over a field 121. Respectively, in this 
note we shall widely use constructions and results from [2,3]. 
Let f be, as above in (1.1, 1.2), a ( p, q, r)-form over k Choosing respective bases 
in the spa we obtain a coordinate presentation ofJ with the inde 
ates over 
= Xl, ( l ” 9 x,), Y=(Y,,-.*,Yqh Z=(z~,...,zr) (2.1) 
as fdows (if ir, a matrix then T denotes the transposed matrix; for example, 
a row vector X becomes the column vector XT): 
Z=f(x, n f=(fi,-A 
,=(a;), a+ WfdlJ~Lql. 
(2.2) 
Since a bi-fo f belongs to the set of all rational functions over one can define 
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for f (according to the ideas developed in [3]) the followi dimension functional: 
x(f)=dim(Image(f:l)=~~rankJ(f(X, Y)), 
* 
(2.3) 
where J(f) is the Jacobian matrix off, 
as, afi afi 
9-9~ ay,‘““ay, 
. 
. . 
vi ar, afr 
mg, aylv*‘¶ay, 
Recall from [3] that the functional x satisfies the following conditions: if X g, h are 
rational functions over &, then 
(i) if f is surjective with Image(f) = k’, then x(f) = r, 
(ii) x(gW=x(g)+x(JO, 
(iii) the equality f = h 0 g implies the inequality 
x(f) s midxk), X(h)), (2.5) 
(iv) in particular, if f : kP +M, then x(f)smin(p, y). 
In the bilinear case, the general formula (2.4) can be simplified. Firs& we have 
that if f is defined as in (2.2), then 
(2.6) 
Further, introducing 2r auxiliary matrices related with the 3-tensor A in (2.2), 
namely: 
VjE[l, q]. 4=(&), b&:=ai, i~[l, p], kE[l, r], 
ViE[l, p]. Ci=(C&), C~j:=a~, jE[l, a], kE[l, r], 
we arrive at the formulae: 
(2.7) 
x(f)=m,a,xrank i yj-gj f: Xi.Ci 
I 
. j-- 1 I i=l 
(2.8) 
It is a well-established fact [6] that a b&form ‘over can be computed by a 
bi-circuit over almost as effectively as by a general algebraic circuit over PI; 
this is the reason why one can (as we shall) restrict oneself to bi-circuits. 
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A bilinear circuit over k consists of four s 
circuits 121, the first one acting on variables 
“substantial” multiplications, of which the 
of, respectively, the ht and second linear ci 
acting on results of those substantial multiplications. 
It is evident that such an algorithm produces form; the contrary is, 
obviously, also true: any bi-form can be realized 
roceed now to a more rigorous setting. A fo definition of a linear circuit 
can be found in 121; in short, it is a strai ine algorithm composed of 
binary linear operations. We shall denote such a 
L=L,,=LZn =LW, Kn,m,s,d); (3.1) 
this means that L has n inputs, I)I outputs, size q d depth ri, and acts on the 
input/output variables 
~=(~l,...,%l)r V=(&,.=*,&n)r (3.2) 
computing a linear form 
4p:R*-*R”, (3-3) 
with 1w an (m x &matrix over R 
Now, we shall denote by 
P = P& = P( K V’, w, a, TV) (3.4) 
e block of substantial multiplications (SM-block), 
Vkc[t, v]* Wk = VikeOjk, iE[l,u], jE[l, T]. (3.5) 
A bi-circuit B over k is a quadruple 
B = Bp.u.r =B2Z.r = B(X Y, 5 P, q, 4 = WI, Lz, p, L3) 
(L&K V,, P, m, s1,4), L2( Y, V,, q, m2, s2, d,), 
P( V, 9 vt ,W, ml, m2, 0, L3( W, Z, t, 
(3.6) 
39 d3)A 
s=sl+sz+s3+t, min(d,, d,, d3)+ 1 s in(d,, d2) + d3 + 1, 
where , L2, L3 are linear circuits and P is an S ck, and where s denotes the 
size of and d its depth. 
(this task can be left to 
eneral definition in [3]. 
one is immediately 
the sets of, respectiveiy, 
(i) all bi-circuits over k all such circuits with fixed parameters p, q, r, etc., 
(ii) all bi-forms over k, all such ( p, q, &forms, 
(iii) all 3-tensors of bi-forms (2.2), all such ( p, q, t)-tensors, 
(iv) all rational functions over 11 such functions with n arguments and nt 
components; note that the natural orphisms hold: 
Fact 4.1. A bi-circuit B = Bp,q,r over k computes, in the natural (standard) wuy (here 
called the standard (S-)opetution mode over 29 a (p, q, t)-form f (2.2) over 
the S-teptesentatiou f @; somer*I ‘-es, we shad call so the 3-tetzsot & off as well. 
Moreover, since any form can be S-realized by a corresponding bi-circuit (remark that 
the set of bi-circuits S-realizing a given form is very huge and structurally obscure), 
one cun regard the S-representation us a surjective mapping: 
f = S(a), 
with the following tensor version (CT (4.3)): 
%=8(B), 4 = E o S, gp,q,r =&p,q,r o Sp.4.r l (44 
Definition 4.2. Let f be a form and S-‘(f) be the set of ail bi-circuits §-realizing 
f; then we define the bilinear circuit-size and -depth complexities off as follows: 
bcs(f) = min{slB E ‘W n S-‘(f)}, 
ng with the standard opetakL=. _ + mode and representation, a bi-circuit 
ossesses three other, nonstundurd operation modes and tepresenta- 
tions. (We shall deal here only with representations; the description ofthe cortespending 
nonstandard comptitational cun be found in 131.) 
(1) l%e injection (I-)tepresentution: 
AS;,;+ p+q+s,(p+qMd+l) l 
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(2) The ejection (E-)representation: 
(3) “he mincing (M- ) representation : 
:~S;Pq,r”~pld*l),q(dtl) t(d+-I)- * w-f9 
7hese functions atisfy t 
F=HG. (4.9) 
Mmmver, whereas one can guarantee o e functions G and H (4.6, 
4.7) (in fact, some of their co er ont3s are bilinear 
f&rns). the function F is a bt as reflected in (4.19, a 
(p(d + I), q(d + l), r( 
St?=(X,,.. ,Xp)=(XQ,...,Xd)v Xi=@: ,..., xf), ic[l,p], 
9=(Yt ,..., Y,)=(Y” ,..., Xd), I$=(yy ,..., yjd), jE[l,q], (4.10) 
S!=(Z1 ,..., Z,)=cZ’,... ,Zd), Zk=($ ,..., z;fj, ke[l, r], 
and with the 3-tensor 
satislving the following reCgrsi?.P relations (meani that its (v 3 I)-components are 
“projections” of its ( v = 0).components): 
(4.12) 
reover9 the ( v = O)-components of the tensor are closely connected with the 3-tensor 
0JT ? S-representation f me b&circuit and ore extremely sparse for small values 
of the indices h, p. More 
A= (a:) = S(B), f =S(B)=(X.A,.YT,. . .,X.A,.YT), (4.13) 
then we have 
As to the aforementioned sparsity c~&itions. they have the form: 
(4.14) 
me, by 
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According to (2.3, the 
VBdl$$ 
ion (4.9) implies the inequality 
60 
The last inequality, together with definition scheme (4.3, suggests the following 
definition. 
efiaition 5.1. The st xtg bilinear mincing rank of a ( p, q, r)-form f over 
as follows: 
Yf E &t&r. sbmr(f) = -(P+!?I+minMgIlg~ wS-‘(m* (5.25 
from this formula, the sbmr-invariant of a form is as an algorithmid 
notion as were thz bcs- and bed-invariants (4.5). However, the fol owing definition 
of the bilinear mincing rank based on Theorem 4.3 is a pure algebraic-combinatorial 
one: 
Vf E Fp,q,rm bmdf I= -(p+q)+m%(x[g)[g Is a (p(d+l),q(d+l), 
r(d + I))-form satisfying (4.10-4.1 
Theorem 5.2. According to (4.5), (5.1)-(5.3 j, the fillowing inequalities hold: 
bmr(f) s sbmr(f) s bcs(f). (5.4) 
We hope to demonstrate in our future publications how these lower bounds can 
be applied to specific interesting bi-forms to produce nonlinear lower bounds to 
their bilinear circuit-size complexities. 
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